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Abstract- From stability point of view fault section identification
is an important task for a transmission systems. In this paper, a
novel method for section identification using extended Kalman
filter (EKF) has been proposed. Subsynchronous frequency as
indicator of fault section identification is estimated by EKF
algorithm. Several tests as different fault locations have been
performed to show performance of the method . Simulation
results reveal high performance of the method. In all tests, the
proposed algorithm detects accurately presence of
subsynchronous frequency.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Series capacitors (SCs) as one of the solutions have been
used widely in power systems. Transient stability of system,
power transfer capabilities and the voltage profile improve by
series compensation [I]. In spite of many advantages, SCs
cause additional problems for protection of series
compen sated transmission line because of some occurrences
such as voltage and current inversion, low-frequency
transients and high-frequency transients , etc [2].

Along with series compensation, the metal oxide varistor
(MOV), which protects the capacitor from over voltages
during faults, acts nonlinearly and increases the complexity of
the protection problems. The voltage and current signals
produced on the transmission line contain different frequency
components. These components include, non-fundamental
decaying, as well as decaying DC components due to
resonance between the system inductance and series capacitor,
subsynchronous frequencies having frequency components
varying around half the fundamental frequency value, odd
harmonics due to MOV conduction during faults , high
frequency components caused by resonance between line
capacitance and line inductance, and fundamental component
of the steady-state fault current [3]. Hence, full cycle
OFT/Half cycle OFT (FCOFT/HCOFT) or least square error
(LSE) methods as conventional techniques fail to process the
signals accurately. Therefore, the fundamental phasors are
often estimated with large error. Because of dependency on
the computation of fundamental voltage and current phasors ,
effectiveness of the conventional distance protection
techniques are limited for series compensated transmission
lines.
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Above complexities of the protection of series compensated
transmission line leads the researchers to propose various
techniques in the literature. In [4] is proposed an algorithm
based on traveling waves for the protection of series
compensated lines. Compensation transmission lines by fixed
series capacitor and TCSC based on Neural-network have
been suggested in [5] and [6], respectively. In [7] the wavelet
transformation (WT) is used to improve protection of series
compensated transmission lines. An algorithm based on high
frequency signals have been proposed in [8] for capturing the
high-frequency components of the fault signal. In [9], a
voltage compensation-based method has been developed for
protection of series compensated transmission lines.

In addition the transient components, steady state
components are affected by the series capacitors in the fault
loop. Therefore, the apparent impedance calculations should
account for the impedances introduced by the MOV-series
capacitor combination if they are in the fault loop. On the
other hand, if the MOV-series capacitors are not in the fault
loop, then the apparent impedance calculations are similar to
ordinary transmission lines. As a result, a decision regarding
the relative position of the fault with respect to the MOV
series capacitor combination should be taken before the relay
starts to calculate the apparent impedance. in that case series
capacitor place at the midpoint, the current level may be of the
same order at two different fault points of the transmission
line (one in front of the capacitor and the other behind it) for
the same type of fault. This will result in more complexity
while locating the fault point on a transmission system.
Therefore, in a series-compensated line, a more reliable fault
classification approach is necessary for the fault section ;
behind or in front of the capacitor [10].

In this paper, a novel method has been proposed for section
identification. Since subsynchronous frequency is only
induced for faults that include series capacitor, in this method,
by detecting subsynchronous frequency from observed current
signal, fault section is determined. Extended Kalman filter
(EKF) as an observer method is used to detect subsynchronous
frequency. This method is fast to detect subsynchronous
frequency as well as high accuracy for section identification.
For showing effectiveness of this method, MATLAB software
is employed.
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Where LL' L, and C are a part of transmission line
inductance located in fault loop , source inductance and series
capacitor, respectively. Also, t{. is voltage and l; is current
that are measured in relay location. By assuming sinusoidal
input voltage with unit amplitude, Vi defined in (1) and (2) as
below:
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Fig. 1. Equivalent circuit of series compensated transmission line

III. E FFECT OF Mov ON FA ULT SIGNAL

Fig. 2 illustrates the series capacitor that is in parallel with
MOV and other protection elements. Assume the fixed series
capacitor is located close to the midpoint of the transmission
line in Fig. 1. The over-voltage protection of series capacitor
is provided by the MOV. The characteristics of the MOV may
be described by a single exponential model as i = pv", Where
a and p are constants.

With substitute (3) in (1) and (2), and taking Laplace
conversion, below equations are obta ined.

It can be seen that there will be two frequencies present in
the voltage , and the same two frequencies present in the
current. These radian frequencies are the power system

frequency W, and 11.JCCLs + Ld. This formula of course is a

version of the well known 11m describing the natural
frequency of any resonant series L - C circuit. Second
frequency component is determined by percent compensation
and a part of line impedance that is located in fault loop. With
normal condition and usual levels of series compensation are
applied to a transmission line, the alternate frequency
generated will be below 50 Hz and thus it is called the
subsynchronous frequency.

(1)

(2)

v = -,-:(--=Vs....:....)(..:-s--=LL=-+_1/_s_C:...,-)
r (SLL +sLs +1/sC)

II. A NLYSYSOF SYSTEM MODEL

The fault classification task for the transmission line is
divided into two parts; fault-type classification and section
identification. An important part of the distance relay is the
selector module, responsible for fault identification. Present
selectors still suffer from a fairly high rate of
misidentification. Thus, for high effectiveness of the relay, it
is vital to determine fast and accurately fault section.

When the series capacitors are placed at midpoint of the
transmission lines and fault loop , a resonant RLC circuit will
be created. Since there is some sort of step change in the
system (i.e. fault inception), a natural frequency is going to
emerge and compensation is always going to be lOO% or less,
therefore, the frequency that will be generated is almost
always going to be less than 50 Hz. Moreover, this
subsynchronous frequency is more than likely not going to be
an even sub-multiple of 50 Hz. Hence , it can be difficult to
accurately measure the 50 Hz fundamental frequency
component of the voltages and currents. When a spectrum is
produced using the Fourier Transform, there is a distinct
problem caused by frequencies which are close to the
fundamental , but not occurring at even sub-intervals detected
in a given FFT window.

Fig. 1 illustrates the analytical model that is used in this
paper. By neglecting series resistance, the single phase model
consists only of a series inductor and capacitor which
symbolize the lumped impedance and sum of all series
capacitance included in the fault loop.

By considering Fig. 1, when fault occurred at right side of
the capacitor, the subsynchronous frequency appears in
observed current signal with high frequencies and de decaying
component. Otherwise the signal contains all frequency
components except subsynchronous frequency component.

In this section, at first, frequency domain is considered to
simplify the analysis of the circuit and finally the response is
converted to time domain. Hence, in Fig. 1, inductor and
capacitor values replaced by sLLand IlsC , respectively.

Voltage and current be expressed in Laplace domain as
follows:
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Where Xk is the a posteriori estimate of the state from the
previous time step (k - 1) . In a nonlinear system, process
function f and measurement function h is linearized about the
current state estimate of the system by computing their partial
derivatives as follows:

Discharge
reacto r

Series
Capacitor

Triggered
Air Gap

Xk = !(Xk_j,Ub O)

zk =h(xk ,vk)

(8)

(9)

Bypass
Switch (10)

Fig. 2. protective circuit of series capacitor

(13)

(14)

(15)

(11)

(12)

H = ~: (xk 'O)

V = ~~ (xbO)

V. SIGNAL MODEL

Since presence of subsynchronous frequency in fault signal is
as indicator to identify fault section, equation (2) is used as
measure signal to detect subsynchronous frequency. Taking
into account previous sections, fault signal contains high
frequency components and odd harmonics. In this paper, the
high frequency components are modeled in the current model
as white noise with decaying variances [12] , [13]. Also , for
considering the operation ofMOV, odd harmonics are inserted
in (2).

Where x and z are the actual state and measurement vectors,
Xk and Zk are the approximate state and measurement
computed from (8) and (9), F and H are the Jacobian matrices
of partial derivatives of f and h with respective to x. Given
the linearization of the system, the EKF perform state
estimation using a prediction-correction mechanism, as shown
in Algorithm 1. At each frame, the filter predicts the current
state of the system and correct this estimated state using
measurement of the system. The Kalman gain (Kk ) is
computed to find the optimum feedback gain that minimizes
the error covariance between the periori and the posteriori
estimation. The updated estimate will then be used to predict
the state for the next frame.

(6)

(7)

In the process equation (6), x is the state of the system, k is
the time step, f describes the process model of the system, and
w is the process noise. In the measurement equation (7), z is
the measurement of the system, h is a nonlinear function that
relates the state of the system x to the measurements z, and v
is the measurement noise. Notice that the process and
measurement noise of the system assumed independent white
Gaussian noise with probability distribution matrixes N (0, Q)
and N(O, R), respectively. However, the state and the
measurement can be approximated as (8), (9).

Due to the presence of the MOV- capacitor at the midpoint
of the line, significant differences exist between fault signals
on left and right side of the capacitor [11]. Considering a fault
on right side of the capacitor (Fig. 1), the transient current
signal seen by the relay contains different frequency
components. Spectrum analysis of fault signal reveals that odd
harmonics is appeared during MOV operation.

As mentioned previously, in this case (right side faults) ,
frequency components consist of : subsynchronous decaying
frequency component, odd harmonics caused by MOV
conduction during faults, high frequency components caused
by resonance between line capacitance and line inductance
and Fundamental frequency component. However, for faults
on left side of the capacitor (Fig. 1), all aforementioned
components except subsynchronous frequency exist in fault
current signal. The high frequency components are modeled in
all the voltage and current models as white noise with
decaying variances [12] , [13].

IV. EXTENDED KALMAN FILTER

Kalman filter estimate the deviations from the nominal
trajectory, and hence obtain an estimate of the states of the
nonlinear system. This filter is undoubtedly the most widely
used nonlinear state estimation technique that has been applied
in the past few decades. The extended Kalman filter addresses
the problem of estimating the state estimate of a nonlinear
system. Consider a nonlinear system with state and
measurement equations as (6), (7).
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In (17), k 1 and k2 are constant parameter that are defined as
follows:

(18)
k] = _2m2L~C2

k2 = 2m2L2C - 4m2L C - 2m2L2C2 -1s s s

X3(k) = A3 (21)

x4(k)=As (22)

By consideration state variables above, !CXk) and
hCXk+l) in (8), (9) are written as follows:

Since in this study main objective is tracking of the
subsynchronous frequency, for applying EKF in estimation
problem, states variables are formed as below:

By assuming these conditions, current signal is modeled as
below:

Algorithm 1: Extended Kalman Filter

Step I: Pred ict the state with initials:

x{; = !(xk-bO)

Step 2: Compute the erro r covariance:

Pk- = FkPk_1F[ +WkQk_]W[

Step 3: Compute the Kalman ga in:

Kk = Pk- HI (Hk Pk- HI + Vk RkV[)

Step 4: Update the state estimate:

xk =x{; + Kk(zk - h(x{;,O))

Step 5: Update the erro r covariance

P=(l-KkHk )Pk-

Step 6: Return to step I with upd ated measurement s

Ctosin (mt)
t, = 2 2

to LsC-I+m LLC

C3
/
2 sin [ t ]

CI/2(Ls+Ld\ /2 (16)

m2L/C2 + 2m2LsC
2LL - LsC - LLC - m2LL2C2

N

+ L A2n+\ sine(2n + l)mt) + e
n=\

Linearized process and measurement equations are obtained
from (12) and (14) as follows:

Where nand N are natural numbers, An is amplitude of nth
harmonic and E represents white noise. Since the amplitude of
harmonic components with order more than 5th are low
compared to fundamental, in this paper is considered only 3th

and 5thharmonic components.

With substituting Wo = l/)'-C-'C-Ls- +- L-L) , equation (16) will
be changed as below:

m6mC sin (mt)
IrCt)= 2 2

m - mo
N

+ L A2n+\ sin((2n+ l)mt)+ f:
n=\

(17)

2x](k) C003 sin(ookTs )
M - ----'''':''''''':'=-----=-----'--::--'''-'-

] - (002 -Xf(k))2

t C1. 5X( (k) co (St"] (k)kTs ) [ k]x( (k) + k2Xf (k) + 002
]

M2 =--------:---'=--:----,,---,=---------=-
(k]006 + k2OO6 +(0 2)2

2d ·5xl (k) sin ;(1 (k)kTs ) [ k2xf (k) + 2002
]

M 3 =--------,----,---::--=----::-::-------=.
(k]006 + k2OO6 + (0

2
)2

(25)

(26)
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Fig. 3. Results for test I :a) fault current signal

b) estimated subsynchronous frequency

Fig. 4. Results for test 2 :a) fault current signal

b) estimated subsynchronous frequency

By using (19)-(26), extended Kalman algorithm was applied
for tracking subsynchronous frequency as it is shown
simulation section.

VI. SIM ULATION R ESULTS

A 10 kV, 50 Hz voltage source has been considered for all
tests . Other value such as Ls, L Land Care 47 mH, 93 mH and
176 uF respectively. Fault time is at 0.1 second; DC decaying
component is 350 A with 50 millisecond time constant and for
modeling high frequency components, white noise of 60 dB
signal-to-noise ratios (SNR) is used. Several tests as different
fault locations for validating proposed method are performed.
a) Test J: A fault on the left side of the capacitor in Fig. I: As
previous sections, when fault occurs on left side of capacitor,
subsynchronous frequency is not existent in the fault current.

Fig. 3 shows fault current and estimated subsynchronous
frequency. It is seen that estimated frequency for this case is
zero as expected. After 0.1 second the nominal peak of current
has been increased three times. Also after this time, DC
component is added to fault signal.
b) Test 2: A fault on the right side with considering total line
inductancei.j : by considering total LL' subsynchronous

frequency must be 32 Hz. Fig. 4 confirms the performance of
proposed method.

However, for fault section identification it is only needed
the presence of subsynchronous frequency, not exact value.
Therefore, proposed method has high speed response needed
for protective relays.
c) Test 3: A fault on the right side with considering two thirds
line inductance (Ld: in this case, subsynchronous frequency
must be 36 Hz. Fig. 5 reveals the effectiveness of proposed in
finding the fault section by detecting subsynchronous
frequency.
d) Test 4: A fault on the right side with considering about half
line inductance (LL): fast tracking the frequency by EKF
algorithm is shown in Fig. 6. Like as previous tests , in this
case, the proposed method has performed fast and accurately,
too. It is denoted that all fault current for fault on right side of
capacitor consist of sub synchronous frequency, odd
harmonics, white noise and DC decaying component.
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Fig. 5. Result s for test 3:a) fault current signal
b) estimated subsynchronous frequency

Fig. 6. Results for test 4 :a) fault current signal
b) estimated subsyn chronous frequen cy

VII. CONCLUSION

In this paper, a novel method for fault section identification
using extended Kalman filter has been proposed. Several tests
as different fault locations are performed. Effectiveness of this
method in detecting subsynchronous frequency as the
indicator for section identification by simulation results has
been validated.
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